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 Reduce accidents
 Increase driver security
 Track business mileage
 Minimise vehicle maintenance
 Streamline your procedures
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Affordable telematics

Our affordable solution is an intelligent, user-friendly tracking system 
that will result in cost reductions and value to your fleet.

Suitable for all vehicle types and any size of fleet.
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http://www.fuelcardservices.com/book-a-demo/
http://www.tele-gence.com
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Track your vehicles 24/7
With satellite and hybrid mapping and a system refresh every 10 
seconds, you can now track your vehicles in real time. 

Tele-Gence has impact detection, which will alert you to any vehicle or 
assets incident and location. 

International roaming SIMs enable use of the best networks, ensuring 
maximum coverage. 
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 Fuel fraud alerts - automatic check of fuel filling to vehicle location

 Accurate MPG and CO2 comparison reports

 Quick and easy way of viewing fuel transactions

 Monitor vehicle idling time to reduce wasted fuel
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Fuel cost management
Tele-Gence helps monitor costs and reduce spend, as well as offering 
protection against fraudulent transactions. 

Direct fuel card integration

Easily integrated with fuel cards, Tele-Gence can also provide 
accurate and improved MPG by up to 20%. Improved driving patterns 
and behaviour can reduce fuel consumption and vehicle wear and 
tear. 



Driver behaviour

Tailor driver behaviour scores to determine your 
best and worst drivers

Tele-Gence gives you a score for each driver against each journey taken. 
This enables you to spot dangerous drivers quickly and easily, improving 
safety, fuel consumption, vehicle maintenance costs, and helps you comply 
with legislation.

Reports offer a clear and detailed view of harsh breaking, accelerating and  
cornering events, so you can identify drivers that need to modify their 
behaviour. 
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Provide vehicle 
speed vs road 

speed limit 
violations. This 
allows users to 
identify extreme 

speeding.

Identify vehicles 
moving outside of 
your set working 

hours.

Vehicle enters or 
exits any of your 

set zones.

You set the parameters and how you wish to receive the information with 
a fully customisable reporting platform, saving time and giving you  
insight into your fleet.
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Alerts - allowing you to 
manage by exception
Tele-Gence can be fully customised, providing a telematics solution that 
is tailored to your specific requirements, giving you greater knowledge 
and control over your fleet. You can set alerts to:

Remind you when 
vehicle servicing, 

MOT or repairs are 
due.
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Front and internal rear SD dash cams also available.
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 Integrates directly into software – footage visible and 
downloadable from the platform

 Recording quality of a very high standard - 1080p

 Tracker and camera all in one

 Footage instantly viewable in the platform at the point 
the incident occurs

 Blind spot and 360 camera option available

Connected cameras
As well as tracking, cameras are a great way to enhance your visibility and 
protection of drivers. In the event of an incident, you can receive a 
customisable alert without physically accessing the SD card using our 
connected cameras.
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Personal trackers

Tele-Gence can also provide personal trackers for individuals on foot or 
bike, which are easily concealed in clothing, bags or pockets. 
Choose how frequently you want the device to report its location. 

We can also provide personal trackers with panic buttons which alert directly 
into the platform. You can choose whether you wish to be informed by email 
or SMS (fees apply), providing peace of mind for lone workers and their 
managers. 
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Asset monitoring

As well as vehicle and personal tracking, our platform allows you to track 
parked assets, plant equipment, and expensive machinery (that does not 
rely on ignition). 

You can easily see where assets are, allowing quick location, assisting 
with stock taking, theft recovery and improving management efficiency.

 Self install
 Internal and external (weatherproof) options available
 Ideal for security on valuable assets and back-up devices
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Other fleet management services

Save by recording and 
reporting every mile

Average 30% savings on 
parts and labour

Paperless vehicle 
checks and reporting

My Fleet Hub is designed to deliver fleet 
management anytime, anywhere. Below is a 
sample of some of the other services you can 
access.

Card Protect 
Insure your cards against fraud

Fleet Toolbox 
From fuel efficiency to licence checking

Your fuel card account 
Manage online with the latest security

CO2Count 
Helps you monitor and control emissions

Drivers Club 
Find the nearest pump, plus news & offers - download 
the app
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call 0113 384 6233
email info@tele-gence.com 
or visit our website 

Book a demo www.tele-gence.com

Previous

Contact us 
 No hidden start-up fees or long term 

commitments

 Improve productivity by up to 10%

 Save on MPG by up to 20%

 White label options available

 UK-based support and implementation
team

http://www.fuelcardservices.com/book-a-demo/
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